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Law
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MSRP

LE1040
Replica AEG Scorpion Evo

3 A1 BOOST 
Vente libre 6 mm airsoft  75  0.95  95  62.3  2400  

692.00 € incl.
tax

Faithful to the original thanks to the close collaboration with cz, the asg company has produced the
scorpio evo 3 in denmark. Design and electronics are the signatures of this neat replica weapon.
EVO BOOST Edition Features:

Ultimate Boost 30k Short Shaft Motor
Ultimate Boost 16.5:1 gearing
Leviathan ECU
Programmable firing mode
Anti-inversion latch
Spring ultimate M115
8mm rolling spring guide

 

Operation: electric (see associated articles)
Caliber: 6mm
Power: 1.4 joules
Speed: 394 fps or 95 m/sec - balls 0. 20 gr
Stock: 3 positions
Hop-up: adjustable
Security: yes, manual
Firing modes: 3, semi-auto, burst and automatic (modifiable via the leviathan)
Weight: 2400g
Total length: 623mm
Barrel length:208 mm / 8.2 inches
Sold without battery or battery charger.

Earning many rave reviews and establishing a growing and engaged fan base over the years, ASG has
continued to develop and refine the CZ Scorpion EVO AEG platform since its initial launch in 2014.

Now the EVO has 'leveled up' again, this time in the form of the all-new BOOST Edition - bringing upgrades
to the party that ensure that straight out of the box this AEG is ready. to face all comers on the battlefield
better than its predecessors.

What does the Boost edition give you compared to previous versions of the EVO?
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Well, a closer look inside the BOOST EVO reveals that it features several parts from our high-quality
'ULTIMATE' upgrade range, in the key areas that matter most.

With a Leviathan ECU on board, the EVO Boost offers crisper trigger response and programmable firing
modes. While the Leviathan app installed on your smartphone, allows you to further fine-tune the rate of fire,
activate pre-cocking, active braking and more.

Such as the high-performance, CNC-designed ULTIMATE BOOST 30k short-axis motor for higher rpm, and
the ULTIMATE BOOST 16.5:1 gearset that delivers super-smooth and reliable power transfer without
breakage, thanks to tolerances higher gear train compared to standard options.

While the presence of an anti-reverse lock in the CNC gearbox allows for pre-cocking and adds that extra
piece of mind that while the EVO BOOST's advanced electronics mean precise motor control, the AEG is
protected from potential damage when used at the high end of performance.

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


